Vinyl and Velour Bucket Seat Reupholstery Kits ...

For Comfort and Style
1982-93 Chevy S10 1982-93 GMC S15, Sonoma

Original style reupholstery kits feature the original seat patterns in padded vinyl or with velour cloth inserts. Velour cloth reupholstery kits have vinyl sides for durability. Hog rings, hog ring pliers and instructions are included.

PART DESCRIPTION APPLICATION REQD PRICE
29-8925-BL BUCKET SEAT KIT-VINYL BLACK CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $279.95
29-8925-LL BUCKET SEAT KIT-VINYL BLUE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $279.95
29-8925-DG BUCKET SEAT KIT-VINYL DARK GRAY CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $279.95
29-8925-SD BUCKET SEAT KIT-VINYL SADDLE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $279.95

Part Description Application Req'd Price
29-8926-BL BUCKET SEAT KIT-VELOUR BLACK CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $299.95
29-8926-LL BUCKET SEAT KIT-VELOUR BLUE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $299.95
29-8926-DG BUCKET SEAT KIT-VELOUR DARK GRAY CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $299.95
29-8926-SD BUCKET SEAT KIT-VELOUR SADDLE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $299.95

PART DESCRIPTION APPLICATION REQD PRICE
29-8930-BL BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL BLACK CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95
29-8930-LL BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL BLUE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95
29-8930-DG BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL DARK GRAY CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95
29-8930-SD BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL SADDLE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95

Part Description Application Req'd Price
29-8931-BL BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR BLACK CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95
29-8931-LL BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR BLUE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95
29-8931-DG BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR DARK GRAY CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95
29-8931-SD BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR SADDLE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95

29-7190

Select Your Part Description Delivery Time Applicable Price

PART DESCRIPTION APPLICATION REQD PRICE
29-7190 SEAT RELEASE HANDLE SET CHEVY GMC 98-03 (1) $7.95

Vinyl and Velour Front Bench Seat Reupholstery Kits ...

A Perfect Fit in Your Truck
1982-93 Chevy S10 1982-93 GMC S15, Sonoma

Original style reupholstery kits feature the original seat patterns in padded vinyl or with velour cloth inserts. Velour cloth reupholstery kits have vinyl sides for durability. Hog rings, hog ring pliers and instructions are included.

PART DESCRIPTION APPLICATION REQD PRICE
29-8930-BL BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL BLACK CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95
29-8930-LL BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL BLUE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95
29-8930-DG BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL DARK GRAY CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95
29-8930-SD BENCH SEAT KIT-VINYL SADDLE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $189.95

Part Description Application Req'd Price
29-8931-BL BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR BLACK CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95
29-8931-LL BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR BLUE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95
29-8931-DG BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR DARK GRAY CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95
29-8931-SD BENCH SEAT KIT-VELOUR SADDLE CHEVY GMC 82-93 (1) $229.95

PART DESCRIPTION APPLICATION REQD PRICE
29-7190 SEAT RELEASE HANDLE SET CHEVY GMC 98-03 (1) $7.95

Order Parts & Catalogs Online www.LMCTruck.com
To Order Call (800) 562-8782

How-To Video Available
Featuring TV Personality Kevin Tetz
Visit lmctruck.com/product-videos